
Commercial Property Lawyer / Commercial Conveyancer
Full Time / Abingdon

Job description

Slade Legal is a highly-regarded, well established legal practice based in Oxfordshire.  We are a multi-disciplinary 
firm with a thriving commercial department providing a broad range of services. We offer a friendly, hard working 
environment and pride ourselves on recognising and rewarding good performance.  We currently have an exciting 
opening for a talented, experienced fee earner to join our commercial team at Abingdon. They will be expected 
to manage a varied caseload and will have the benefit of excellent in-house support and a collaborative team 
mentality.

The candidate

If your specialism is in commercial conveyancing and you are looking to develop your skills and knowledge, 
we want to hear from you. The successful candidate may be either a fully qualified lawyer with at least 3 year’s 
recent PQE in commercial conveyancing work or a non-qualified legal professional with the equivalent relevant 
experience and expertise. They should demonstrate a detailed knowledge of commercial conveyancing work, 
good technical proficiency and strong attention to detail.

The candidate will carry their own caseload with relative autonomy; with scope to branch into general commercial 
work if so desired. Fee targets and related bonus scheme apply.  Applicants must be self-motivated, reliable and 
demonstrate a professional and conscientious approach to their work.

Salary

Negotiable / commensurate with experience + access to bonus scheme dependent upon individual contribution 
2% employer pension contributions (automatic enrolment for employees aged 22 and over). / Rising to 3% April 
19.  25 days holiday + usual bank holidays pro-rated to contracted hours if not full time.

Hours

Full time / Monday – Friday (with potential for a minimum four-day week for an 
outstanding candidate).

How to apply

If you would like to apply for this position or if you would simply like to know 
more, please contact Tracey Waite; HR Manager on 01235 521920 or email 
tracey.waite@slade-legal.co.uk
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